
 

Electronic Records & Consent Disclosure

Your Consent to Use Electronic Records and Signatures
From time to time, Spectrum and its affiliates or agents may provide you with certain notices, disclosures or contracts, some of which are required by law to be
"in writing". Spectrum is permitted under the federal E-SIGN Act and other applicable law to provide you written notices, disclosures or contracts electronically
with your consent, which may be given by your electronic signature. Your consent in this way may be obtained with respect to many different policies, terms of
service, messages, notices, and disclosures applicable for the duration of subscription to Spectrum services (collectively, "Electronic Records"). Spectrum also
reserves the right to provide you notices, disclosures, or contracts in paper, even if you have consented to receive Electronic Records.

Right to Have Records Provided On Paper
At any time, you may request from us paper copies of any Electronic Records at no cost to you. You may request delivery of paper copies by contacting Spectrum
at (833) 224-6603. Additionally, you may download and print a copy of the respective policy, terms of service, message, notice, or disclosure presented to you in
full or as accessed by website link at the time you access or are viewing them on your computer.

Right to Withdraw Your Consent To Receive Electronic Records
You may withdraw your consent to receive Electronic Records at any time and at no cost to you contacting Spectrum at (833) 224-6603. If you elect to receive
records only in paper format, or refuse to sign electronically, it may slow down the speed at which you receive documents or information about your account or
services.

Your Contact Information
If you elect to receive Electronic Notices, you must keep your email address up to date. Spectrum reserves the right to send Electronic Records to any email
address that Spectrum has on file for you.
You may change that email address at any time by contacting Spectrum at (833) 224-6603.

Acknowledgement of Your Access and Consent To Electronic Records
By consenting to use and receive Electronic Records and signatures, you agree that

You are able to read this electronic Agreement

You are able to print on paper or electronically save this Agreement for reference or you are able to email this disclosure to an address where you will be
able to print on paper or save it for reference.

You have an active email address on file with Spectrum and confirm that you have and will maintain access to a computer capable of receiving Electronic
Records.

Until you notify Spectrum as described above, you consent to receive electronically any policies, terms of service, messages, notices, disclosures, or other
communications made by Spectrum during the course of your subscription to any Spectrum services.

I acknowledge that I have read the Electronic Records & Consent Disclosure

____________________________
Borrower's Signature (date)

Spectrum Privacy Policy

Effective: June 1, 2021

Your privacy is important to Charter. We value the trust you place in us when you use our products, services, and mobile applications or interact with us
through our websites or social media accounts. We take seriously the responsibility of protecting your privacy and the information we collect about you. In
order to provide our services to you on a cost-effective basis and to tailor our products and services to best meet your needs and interests, we inevitably
must collect information about you.

The Spectrum Privacy Policy (the "Privacy Policy") detailed below describes the types of information we collect; how we use and share that information; the
choices you have regarding such use and sharing, and the rights that may be available under federal law when you subscribe to or interact with certain
Spectrum services. 

The commitments in this Privacy Policy reflect our core business objective of providing you with the most innovative and superior products and services as
possible while, at the same time, offering you choices about how we use information about you to achieve that objective. 

We commit to:
Communicate our privacy practices in a manner that is easily accessible and clearly describes your choices;
Offer you choices about how we may use your information for our own marketing purposes;
Not sell your personally identifiable information to anyone for any purpose – this includes our customers' web browsing history, call detail records, and viewing
activity;
Secure your information through the use of reasonable security measures; and
Give you advance notice of any changes to our privacy commitments and to always post our most current version of the Privacy Policy
at www.spectrum.com/privacy.

We encourage you to review the full Privacy Policy below, and specifically the section entitled "Your Choices", and to  contact us if you have any questions.
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The Privacy Policy applies to the information we collect when you subscribe to, access, or use the Spectrum products, services, websites and mobile
applications (referred to as the "Spectrum Platform" in this Privacy Policy).

Click here to learn more about when this Privacy Policy applies and when it does not.

Depending upon the Spectrum products and services you access, use, or to which you subscribe, parts of this Privacy Policy may not apply to you. For
example, if you only use Spectrum websites, we will not collect information about the use of our video, internet, or phone services. To help clarify some of
our more general statements, we provide real-world examples throughout the Privacy Policy of how we collect and use information. These are only examples
and may not cover every situation. If you have questions, please contact us directly.

Some Spectrum products and services may have additional privacy practices that are described in product or service-specific sections in this Privacy Policy or
may be provided to you in different ways, such as contracts for Spectrum Enterprise services. To the extent there is an overlap between this Privacy Policy
and a product or service-specific privacy notice, the product or service-specific notice or agreement will control with respect to such product or service.

Sometimes you may access websites (e.g., news websites, shopping websites, Internet search engine, etc.) or services (e.g., non-Spectrum email and instant
messaging services or video streaming services, gaming services, data storage services, etc.) that we do not own or control through the Spectrum Platform.
We urge our customers to be careful and aware of the privacy practices of these third parties, because this Privacy Policy does not extend to the parties that
collect information outside of our control and does not cover information that may be collected:

when you download applications or make purchases from other companies while using our Internet or wireless services;
when you log-in and access video content provided by a third party through your Spectrum-issued device;
through any other products, services, websites, or applications, including your interactions with online video and other third party content services, even if you
access them through the Spectrum Platform; and
by devices that are not Spectrum devices, e.g., a tablet, smartphone, or other device that enables you to access the Spectrum products or services, or through a
smart television where the manufacturer has directly enabled information gathering capabilities.

You should read the privacy policies for these other products, services, websites, applications and devices to understand their privacy practices; those
privacy policies will apply to those third parties' collection of your information, even if access to such content or use of such products or devices requires
you to be a Spectrum subscriber; for example, some of the premium streaming services available online that require you to authenticate your subscription
using your Spectrum username and password.

 
HOW WE COLLECT INFORMATION (back to top)

In order to provide you with our products and services and to keep you informed, we collect a variety of information about you when you interact with us or
use our products, services, websites and applications. This information is needed for us to efficiently provide our services to you on a cost-effective basis
and to tailor our products and services to best meet your needs and interests. For example, in order to provide timely and effective customer service, we
keep track of when you called, what the issue was and what is the best way to get in contact with you. 

If you are a Spectrum customer and you allow others to access and/or use your accounts, products or services, we will collect information about those users,
as well. We may also collect information about you from third parties.

Click here to learn more about the information we collect and to see examples.

Information You Provide to Us Directly or When You Create an Account

We collect information you provide to us when you establish a customer or user account and when you contact us or otherwise communicate with us, such
as:

contact information (e.g., name, address, email address, and phone number) usernames, passwords, images, voiceprints, and other authenticating information,
including other biometric information, associated with a Spectrum account;
information about the types of services to which you subscribe, orders you place or downloads you make through a Spectrum product or service, the service
options you have chosen, and any customized setting you have created;
information about your payment methods, such as your payment card number or bank account information;
information related to a credit application for a product or service or to protect against fraud, which may include your Social Security number, driver's license
number, or other government issued identifier;
information you provide when you enter contests or respond to customer surveys; and
information we keep in our records when you correspond or otherwise communicate with us, including through our call centers, online chat sessions, and
through social media.

Spectrum is committed to protecting the privacy of our customers and any use of biometric data is voluntary and requires the customer’s express permission.
For more information about how we define biometric data, the type of biometric data collected, the limited use and sharing of that information, and
associated storage and retention practices, please review our Spectrum Biometric Data Privacy Notice by clicking here or by visiting our Your Privacy Rights
section on our website.

 Information We Collect Automatically and Through Your Use of the Products, Services, Websites and Apps

We automatically collect information about your use of our services, products and devices, websites and applications in order to deliver any of our services
or otherwise permit access to one of our products, such as:

information from any device you use when you interact with us, including but not limited to the device identifiers, the number, types, and status of devices
connected to our network, network addresses, operating system, and technical configurations of the equipment used with our services, products, websites and
applications;
network traffic data;
performance and support data; and
information about your use and the operation of Spectrum products, services, websites, applications, and their features.

We automatically collect usage information to provide you with our products and services. The information we collect will depend upon the Spectrum
services to which you subscribe, access, or interact. We limit the use and sharing of such information as described in this Privacy Policy and as required by
law. For example, we may collect usage information about:

the channels, programs, and advertisements to which your device was tuned when you subscribe to our video service in order to provide you video content
("Video Usage Information");
the websites you visit when you are using the Spectrum Internet, Mobile or WiFi services, in order to provide the service and connect you to the other sites and
services you request ("Internet Usage Information"); and
call records, including the phone numbers that you call and that call you, and the times and dates of those calls, the number of text messages sent and
received, when you subscribe to our phone and/or mobile service ("Call Detail Information").

Additionally, if you subscribe to or use services that require us to transfer or store communications such as a Spectrum email account or a Spectrum voice
product that includes a voicemail service, it will be necessary for us to collect the content of those communications to provide you with the service you have
requested because it is required in order for the services to function. Additionally, we collect the content of any files you store in our cloud storage services
and other information when it is necessary to provide you with the products or features of the services you use. 

When you visit or use Spectrum websites and mobile applications, we collect information about your interactions within those website or applications,
including where you browse, what you search, and any purchases you make within them. We also collect device information, including your IP address and
information about your browser, operating system, platform type; demographic information through cookies, web beacons, and other tracking technologies;
and information about the website that referred you to a Spectrum website, and the website to which we refer you when you leave a Spectrum website. The
collection of this information, including IP addresses and the referring websites, is required in order for us to provide Internet service and for users to
communicate with each other and with websites on the Internet.

Location Information

When you access our network, we may collect general location information, such as the city or zip code that correlates with the license of your device IP
address, or more precise geolocation data that indicates where you are at a specific point in time. We may also collect location information when you use
some of our services and applications, including precise geolocation information, such as your service address and the location of your Spectrum Mobile
device or another device in which you have installed a Spectrum application.

When you first visit or use any Spectrum mobile application that collects precise geolocation information, we will request permission to collect and use such
information. You can prohibit the collection of this information through your device's settings (see " Your Choices") but it may limit certain functions and
features of the application.

Information Obtained from Third Parties

We may collect information from third parties for purposes related to delivering our products and services to you. This includes information to verify
information you have provided and from credit reporting agencies to determine your creditworthiness, credit score, and credit usage. 

If you rent your residence, we may have a record of whether landlord permission was required prior to installing our cable facilities as well as your landlord's
name and address.
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We receive information from content providers and other platform providers when you use your Spectrum account to authenticate your use of Spectrum
services through that provider's platform or device. For example, a Spectrum subscriber to HBO will have access to the HBOGO app on their mobile device.
When using that app, the Spectrum subscriber will be required to provide their Spectrum user information to HBO, which then provides that information to
Spectrum to confirm that the HBOGO user is a subscriber. 

We also obtain additional information from outside sources, such as research consultants and marketing firms. We may collect commercially available
demographic information about you or your community available from third parties, such as age, gender, and preferred language. We may also collect
commercially available interest data, such as whether you like to travel or are a sports enthusiast.

 
HOW AND WHEN WE USE INFORMATION, INCLUDING FOR ADVERTISING AND TRACKING (back to top)

First and foremost, we use the information we collect to provide you with reliable, high quality products and services. We also use the information we
collect to communicate with you, make improvements to our products and services, investigate theft and other illegal activities, and personalize your
experience. This may involve linking and combining information about you from across the Spectrum Platform, as well as from third parties ("Combined
Information").

We also use the information we collect to measure and analyze how our customers are using our products, services, websites and applications. For example,
when you subscribe to our video service, we use Video Usage Information to assess which programs are most popular, what programming and video content
we will carry on the Services, how many people watch a program to its conclusion, and whether people are watching advertisements. We may also use this
information to understand how our customers prefer to view certain kinds of programming when they use our video service, such as whether they like to
watch certain programs live, or if they prefer to view them on demand, on mobile devices, or online. This information helps us provide our customers with
the most innovative services with the most value.

We may also use the information we collect to create business and marketing reports, and to show you more relevant advertising, whether through our own
services and websites, or on third party services and websites. Please go to the " Your Choices" section of this Privacy Policy to better understand your
choices with respect to how we use your information. 

Click here to learn more about how we use the information we collect and to see examples.

To Provide and Improve our Services, Products and Devices, Websites and Applications

We use the information we collect to:
properly deliver, maintain and improve our products, services, websites and applications;
fulfill requests for new service or changes to your account or the products and services you already receive;
provide you with technical support and high quality customer service, including through the use of recorded or monitored communications between you and our
customer service agents;
create and administer a Spectrum account, including activating your service, billing, invoicing, and debt collection activities;
authenticate or otherwise provide you access to your Spectrum products and services;
provide updates, upgrades, repairs or replacements for any of our service-related devices or software used in providing or receiving services;
manage and configure our device(s), system(s) and network(s);
understand how the service is being used, including through the creation of operational and marketing reports based on de-identified and/or aggregated service
usage information;
inform you of additional products and services that may be of interest to you;
protect the security of the system, prevent fraud, detect unauthorized reception, use, and abuse of any Spectrum product, service, website or application, and
to enforce any Spectrum policy or applicable terms of service;
protect our rights, our personnel, our property, and the safety of others;
maintain our accounting, tax and other records; and
comply with applicable federal and state laws and regulations, as well as for the general administration of our business.

To Communicate With You

We use the information we collect to deliver and personalize our communications with you. For example, if you use an interactive or transactional service,
e.g., responding to a survey or ordering a pay-per-view event, we will use that information and information from your account to send you billing
information, as well as recommendations for additional Spectrum products or services that may be of interest to you and to provide you with a more
personalized experience. We may use the information to remind you of a service appointment, to follow up with you after a service request, and to send you
important service-related notices and announcements. If you visit our website, we may send you reminders about items left in your online shopping cart.

We may send you promotional communications for products and services that may be of interest to you through the mail, over our cable system, by phone or
SMS, or online. Some of these communications may be directed to you because of the Spectrum services to which you subscribe or your interactions on the
Spectrum Platform, and some may be directed to you because of your general geographic location. For example, if we are launching a new service in limited
areas, only residents of that particular area will receive that promotional communication. This is often called "zone" advertising.

To Create Business and Marketing Reports

We use the information we collect to create business and marketing reports (the "Reports") to provide insights into what products and services our customers
are using, how long they are using our products and services, how some of our services are accessed, and what additional products and services may be of
interest to our customers. In the video context, for example, these Reports contain information such as channel tuning, the time a channel is changed, when
a Spectrum set-top box is "on" or "off", whether a program or commercial was watched to its conclusion or skipped, and whether the content was accessed
during its regular airing schedule, from our on-demand service, or through a Spectrum website app, or a third party's platform. We may create similar
reports in the phone and broadband contexts that measure and analyze service usage information, such as the peak times of usage, the amount of
bandwidth used, and the amount – but not the content – of data stored on our systems.

We use these Reports for our own internal purposes, such as improving our products and services, determining what content to provide our customers,
measuring the effectiveness of our marketing and advertising, and other research and analytics. We may also share these Reports with third parties, as
described in " When and With Whom We Share Information." Any Reports shared with a third party for the third party's own use will only contain de-
identified and/or aggregated information; they will not contain information that personally identifies you unless we have your express consent. You should
review the "Your Choices" section of this Privacy Policy to understand the choices you have with respect to the sharing of this information.

Advertising Generally

We use some of the information we collect to make the marketing and advertising you see on the Spectrum Platform more relevant to you, as well as to
market the Spectrum products and services on other websites and platforms. Many of our marketing and advertising activities use information that does not
personally identify you, such as your ZIP Code, your IP address, advertiser IDs and other persistent identifiers that are not directly linked to any identifiable
information. Some of our marketing and advertising activities, however, do include the use of information that personally identifies you. For example, we
use your postal and email address to deliver marketing and advertising to you. We may also use Combined Information to create marketing and advertising
campaigns. For information about how to limit the use of information for these purposes, see the "Your Choices" section below.

Addressable Advertising on our Cable System

Some of the advertisements you see on cable channels are placed by us. Some of those advertisements are placed in particular shows or channels; others are
shown in particular geographic areas. Some of our cable advertisements will ask for your permission to take certain actions, like mail you information or
allow the advertiser to contact you. In some areas we will be able to address advertisements to your household through our cable system that will be more
relevant to your interests based on your Video Usage Information and/or Combined Information. For information about how to limit the use of information
for these purposes, see the "Your Choices" section below.

Online Advertising and Customization

We may place "cookies" in your browser that contain information about you or your account when you set up a personalized service or customize your
settings and preferences on our websites or mobile applications. Cookies enable us to help diagnose problems with our services, control the display of ads,
track usage patterns, gather demographic information, analyze trends, conduct research, and otherwise administer the Spectrum services. We do not store
sensitive information such as your password, e-mail address or credit card number in cookies. 

We use third party service providers to place advertisements for the Spectrum services on the Internet. These providers use standard tracking technologies
used by most major websites and mobile applications to collect non-personal information about your visits to our websites and mobile applications, as well
as your interaction with our products and services. These providers may also use information about your visits to other sites to send interest-based
advertisements for other products and services and to gauge the effectiveness of advertisements. We do not permit these third parties to collect or use
information that personally identifies you, such as your name, address, phone number or email address.

We also allow third-party ad serving companies and other unaffiliated advertisers to display advertisements on our websites and within some of our mobile
applications. These third parties may use tracking technologies to collect information about you when you use the Spectrum websites and apps. They may
collect information about your online activities over time and across different websites and other online services, and across devices that you use to access
the websites and mobile applications. They may use persistent identifiers to track your Internet usage across other websites in their networks beyond the
websites. We do not knowingly provide these entities with information that personally identifies you; however, such third parties may, with sufficient data
from other sources, be able to personally identify you, unknown to us. For information about how to limit the use of your information for these purposes,
see the "Your Choices" section below.
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Your browser or device may include "Do Not Track" functionality. Our information collection and disclosure practices, and the choices that we provide, will
continue to operate as described in this Privacy Policy, whether or not a Do Not Track signal is received.

 
WHEN AND WITH WHOM WE SHARE INFORMATION (back to top)

We share information with others when it is necessary to provide you with the products and services you request, interact with, and to which you subscribe.
We also share information with others when you direct us to do so, such as: other users on your account; when required by law or to respond to legal
process; or to protect our property or rights or the safety of our employees, our customers, or other individuals. We share information with
Charter/Spectrum affiliates and subsidiaries for their own marketing activities only after we have obtained any necessary consent to do so.

We do not sell or otherwise share information that personally identifies our customers, including their Internet Usage Information, Video Usage Information,
or Call Detail Information, to third parties for those third parties' own use, such as marketing or advertising of their own products and services. While we
have no plans to do so, if we ever changed this business practice, we would provide customers with advance notice and obtain their express consent.

Click here to learn more about when we share information with others and to see examples.

Account Holders and Other Authorized Users

We may disclose any information about a customer's account and use of a service or feature to the primary account owner after appropriate authentication.
The primary account owner may also authorize other users to access information on the account, which may include information about the primary account
owner's use of the relevant service.

Charter/Spectrum Related Businesses

We may share information about you with other Charter and Spectrum related companies in order to provide the services you have requested or to which
you subscribe, or to make your Spectrum experience more streamlined, such as through combining account information into a single location for easier
access. We may also share information about you with these related companies for their own marketing purposes when we have any necessary consent
required to do so.

Service Providers

We may disclose your information to third-party service providers who perform business activities and functions on our behalf to support our interactions
with you such as billing and collections, payment processing, analytics and research, marketing, service delivery and customization, maintenance and
operations, and fraud prevention. These third-party service providers are authorized to use your personal information only as necessary to provide these
services on our behalf.

Governmental Entities or Pursuant to Valid Legal Process

We may disclose information that personally identifies you to comply with valid legal process, including subpoenas, court orders or search warrants. In some
instances where there is a valid legal request or an order for disclosure of information about you, we may notify you of such request or order and then it
may be up to you to object or take specific action to prevent any disclosures pursuant to those requests or orders.

If you subscribe to any Spectrum services, we may be required by law to disclose information about you, including information that personally identifies you,
your use of our services, and the content of your communications, to governmental entities upon receipt of valid legal process. These disclosures may be
made with or without your consent and with or without notice, in compliance with the law, including the terms of process.

If you subscribe to Spectrum cable video service and a governmental entity is seeking information about your selection of video programming, the Cable Act
requires the governmental entity to obtain a court order. In the proceeding relevant to the issuance of the court order, the government must provide clear
and convincing evidence that you are reasonably suspected of engaging in criminal activity and that the video records sought would be material evidence in
the prosecution of the case. You are to be afforded the opportunity to appear and contest the governmental entity's claims in such proceeding.

We may also disclose personally identifiable information about you, without your consent, to protect our Customers, employees, or property; in emergency
situations; to enforce our rights in court or elsewhere, or directly with you, for violations of service terms, conditions or policies; and/or as otherwise
required by law.

Third Parties

We do not sell or share information that personally identifies our customers or other individuals who use our products, services, or applications with third
parties for their own marketing or advertising purposes.

If you subscribe to our telephone service, your name, address and/or telephone number may be transmitted via Caller ID, published and distributed in
affiliated or unaffiliated telephone directories, and available through affiliated or unaffiliated directory assistance operators. We take reasonable
precautions to ensure that non-published and non-listed numbers are not included in the telephone directories or directory assistance services, although we
cannot guarantee that errors will never occur. Please note that Caller ID blocking may not prevent the display of your name and/or telephone number when
you dial certain business numbers, 911, 900 numbers or toll-free 800, 855, 844, 866, 877 or 888 numbers. But note that Spectrum Mobile does not publish
directories of customers' wireless phone numbers and we do not make those numbers available to others for listing in directories.

Some of the advertisements we display may invite interactive or transactional follow-up from you. When you interact and provide your consent, we may
share your contact information with such advertiser for the purpose of fulfilling your request. We may also share individually de-identified and/or aggregate
information, including our business and marketing reports, with third parties for their own purposes.

If we enter into a merger, acquisition, or sale of all or a portion of our assets, we may transfer information about you, including information that personally
identifies you, as part of the transaction.

 
WHAT CHOICES YOU HAVE TO CONTROL THE USE OF INFORMATION BY SPECTRUM (back to top)

You have many choices in controlling how we use and share your information for marketing and advertising purposes. For instance, you can always choose
whether to receive promotional emails or text messages. When you visit our websites, you may opt out of interest-based advertising, and when you use our
mobile applications, you can limit the use of ad trackers. You may visit http://unsubscribe.spectrum.com  to manage your privacy preferences, including:

to be added to our "Do Not Call," "Do Not Email," "Do Not Mail" or "Do Not Knock" list, which will limit the marketing and advertising messages you receive about
Spectrum products and services; and
to limit our use of Video Usage Information, Combined Information, or our business and marketing reports to direct addressable advertisements or interest-based
advertisements to you as further described in the preference center.

Some of the preferences will only apply when you subscribe to Spectrum services and may require additional account information. If you make changes to
your contact information or get a new account, you will need to review and update your privacy preferences. 

Click here to learn more about the choices you have when we share information, including how to opt out of online advertisements.

If you are a Spectrum customer and do not have access to Internet service, you may call us at the number provided on your monthly bill statement to be
added to any of these lists. 

If you are not a Spectrum customer and would like to add your name to the Spectrum Do Not Call or Do Not Email list, please call 855-75-SPECTRUM (855-
757-7328).

Please note that even if you choose to limit the use of information or communications for marketing and advertising purposes, you will still receive general
advertising and zone advertising, in addition to service-related messages.

Online Tracking and Interest-Based Advertising

You also have choices to limit some tracking mechanisms that collect information when you use the Websites. Many web browsers automatically accept
cookies, but you can usually modify your browser's setting to decline cookies if you prefer. If you choose to decline cookies, certain features of our Websites,
including the Websites themselves, may not function properly or remain accessible to you. In addition, you may also render some web beacons unusable by
rejecting or removing their associated cookies. Note that if you choose to remove cookies, you may remove opt-out cookies that affect your advertising
preferences.

Some of our websites use Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. Google Analytics uses cookies or other tracking technologies to
help us analyze how users interact with and use the Spectrum websites, compile reports on the websites' activity, and provide other services related to
website activity and usage. The technologies used by Google may collect information such as your IP address, time of visit, whether you are a return visitor,
and any referring website. The websites do not use Google Analytics to gather information that personally identifies you and Google has committed not to
re-identify the information it collects without your affirmative consent. The information generated by Google Analytics will be transmitted to and stored by
Google and will be subject to Google's privacy policies. To learn more about Google's partner services and to learn how to opt out of tracking of analytics by
Google click here.

Many of the third party advertisers that place tracking tools on the Spectrum websites are members of programs that offer you additional choices regarding
the collection and use of your information. You can learn more about the options available to limit these third parties' collection and use of your information
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by visiting the websites for the Network Advertising Initiative and the Digital Advertising Alliance, as well as the webpages for Facebook's ad preferences
tool and privacy policy.

Similarly, you can learn about your options to opt-out of mobile app tracking by certain advertising networks through your device settings. For more
information about how to change these settings for Apple, Android or Windows devices, see:

Apple: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4228

Android:  http://www.google.com/policies/technologies/ads/

Please note that opting-out of advertising networks services does not mean that you will not receive advertising while using our Websites or on other
websites, nor will it prevent the receipt of interest-based advertising from third parties that do not participate in these programs. It will, however, exclude
you from interest-based advertising conducted through participating networks, as provided by their policies and choice mechanisms.

Some of our Spectrum Platforms (e.g., our Spectrum TV application) may include Nielsen's proprietary measurement software, which will allow you to
contribute to market research, like Nielsen’s TV Ratings. To learn more about Nielsen’s privacy practices, including how you can opt-out of Nielsen’s
collection and use of this measurement data, please visit www.nielsen.com/digitalprivacy. 

Location

When you first visit or use a Spectrum application on your mobile device, we will request permission to collect and use your device's precise geolocation. You
can choose not to permit the collection of this information, but it may limit certain functions or features of an application. You can manage the collection of
your location information through your device's settings.

CPNI

When you initiate an interaction with one of our representatives, such as a phone call or a chat, we may ask for your oral consent to our use of your CPNI for
the purpose of providing you with an offer for other products or services, such as the Spectrum cable video service. If you consent, we may use your CPNI for
the duration of such interaction to offer you those additional products and services. 

If you subscribe to the Spectrum Voice® or Spectrum Mobile service, we would like to use the CPNI information we have on file to provide you with
information about products and services or special promotions for other communications-related products and services to which you do not already
subscribe. You have the right to restrict this use of CPNI. If you deny or restrict your approval for us to use your CPNI, you will experience no effect, now or
in the future, on how we provide any services to which you subscribe.

We will wait at least thirty days from the date we first provide notice to you, as a subscriber of the Spectrum Voice® service, before we use your CPNI for
this purpose. During that time and at any time after, you may opt-out of our use of your CPNI for these marketing purposes by calling us at the number
provided on your monthly billing statement or visiting our Privacy Preference Page.

 
HOW WE PROTECT YOUR INFORMATION (back to top)

We take our responsibility to secure the information we collect and maintain seriously. We use reasonable security, including technical, physical and
administrative controls, to secure the information we collect and maintain. However, we cannot guarantee that these practices will prevent every
unauthorized attempt to access, use, or disclose Spectrum information.

You can help protect the privacy of your own information by using encryption and other techniques to prevent unauthorized interception of your personal
information. You are responsible for the security of your information that you transmit to us or view, download, or otherwise access when using
unencrypted, public or otherwise unsecured networks. For more information on things you can do to help protect the privacy of your own information,
visit www.spectrum.com/security or www.OnGuardOnline.gov.

 
HOW WE PROTECT CHILDREN'S PRIVACY (back to top)

We do not knowingly collect personal information from anyone under the age of 13.
 
WHAT YOUR RIGHTS AND OUR LIMITATIONS ARE UNDER FEDERAL LAWS (back to top)

The federal Cable Act and the Communications Act impose limitations on our collection, use, and sharing of information that personally identifies you when
you subscribe to cable video and telecommunications services, or other services provided using the facilities of the Spectrum cable system. The
Communications Act restrictions apply to telecommunications services.

The Cable Act also limits how long we maintain information that personally identifies subscribers to the Spectrum Cable Act Services and provides
subscribers with the right to access, review and correct that information, and in some instances limit its disclosure. Spectrum Cable Act subscribers may
enforce the limitations imposed on us by the Cable Act through a civil action under federal law, in addition to other rights and remedies that may be
available to you under federal or other applicable laws.

We provide written copies of the Spectrum Customer Privacy Policy as required by law, but it is always available here.

Click here to learn more about your rights and our limitations.

The Cable Act and Personally Identifiable Information

Section 631 of the federal Cable Act gives a subscriber to the Spectrum Cable Act Services the right to know about the personally identifiable information we
collect and how we use it; under what conditions and circumstances and the types of persons and entities to whom we may disclose personally identifiable
information; how long we maintain personally identifiable information; the limitation on our ability to collect and disclose personally identifiable
information collected from the cable system; and a subscriber's rights under the Cable Act concerning personally identifiable information and its collection
and disclosure.

Personally identifiable information is information that identifies a particular person; it does not include de-identified or aggregate data that does not
identify a particular person or persons.

The Cable Act permits us to use the cable system(s) to collect personally identifiable information about our subscribers when it is necessary to render the
Spectrum Cable Act Services or other services we provide and to detect unauthorized reception or use of the Spectrum Cable Act Services. We may use the
cable system to collect personally identifiable information about a subscriber for additional purposes with a subscriber's prior written or electronic consent.

The Cable Act permits us to disclose personally identifiable information if the disclosure is necessary to render, or conduct a legitimate business activity
related to, the cable service or other services provided; required by law or legal process; or limited to your name and address under a "mailing list"
exception, as described in this Privacy Policy. At this time, we do not sell or share customer names and addresses with third parties for their own
marketing or advertising purposes. If we decide to do this in the future, we will provide you notice and an opportunity to opt-out of such
sharing. When a government entity is seeking information about your selection of video programming, you have additional rights as described in the
"Governmental Entities or Pursuant to Valid Legal Process" subsection of "When We Share Information with Others."

If you subscribe to a Spectrum service that is governed by the Cable Act, we will maintain information that personally identifies you and that is associated
with your use of such service for as long as necessary for the purpose for which the information was collected, which may be as long as the duration of your
subscription and after you have terminated your subscription, in some instances. For example, we may keep information that personally identifies you as
necessary to comply with laws governing our business, such as tax and accounting requirements that require record retention, to satisfy pending requests for
access by a subscriber to his/her information or pursuant to a court order, or to respond to your inquiries or otherwise communicate with you after you have
terminated your subscription. We will destroy or de-identify such information when it is no longer needed for such purposes.

If you believe that you have been aggrieved by any act of ours in violation of law, we encourage you to contact us in order to resolve your question or
concern. You may also enforce the limitations imposed on us by the Cable Act with respect to your personally identifiable information through a civil lawsuit
in federal district court seeking damages, attorneys' fees, and litigation costs. Other rights and remedies may be available to you under federal or other
applicable laws as well. Your Spectrum Residential Services Agreement contains your agreement that, to the extent permitted by law, any claims under the
Cable Act may be enforced in arbitration.

The Communications Act and CPNI

Section 222 of the Communications Act provides additional privacy protections for information about the quantity, technical configuration, type, destination,
location, and amount of your use of the Spectrum telecommunications services, and information about your Spectrum phone service that is contained on
your bill. This information, when linked to an identifiable customer of such service, is known as customer proprietary network information or "CPNI." CPNI
does not include a customer's name, address, and telephone number, which is defined by the Communications Act as "subscriber list information" and is not
subject to the CPNI protections. However, that information is considered "personally identifiable information," and is subject to the Cable Act protections
described above.

If you are a customer of a telecommunications service, you have the right, and we have a duty under federal law to protect the confidentiality of CPNI and
to provide you with information about how we use your CPNI and explain the choices you have. Those additional protections and the choices you have
regarding the use and sharing of such information are reflected in this Privacy Policy.

http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/
http://www.youradchoices.com/aboutus.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/about/ads/
https://www.facebook.com/policy.php
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4228
http://www.google.com/policies/technologies/ads/
http://www.nielsen.com/digitalprivacy
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/support.html
https://www.spectrum.com/security
https://www.onguardonline.gov/
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/spectrum-customer-privacy-policy.html
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/privacy-policy.html#sharing


HOW TO CONTACT US WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW THIS PRIVACY POLICY (back to top)

 
HOW TO ACCESS AND CORRECT THE INFORMATION IN OUR RECORDS

HOW TO ACCESS AND CORRECT THE INFORMATION IN OUR RECORDS (back to top)
We strive to keep our records accurate. If any of your information changes, please notify us immediately so we can update our records.

Click here for more information about how to access information if you are a customer.

If you subscribe to a service subject to the federal Cable Act's requirements and you would like to see the personally identifiable information we maintain in
our business records, please send a written request to your local office or call us at the number provided on your monthly billing statement and we will
make an appointment for you to visit during normal business hours. You will only be permitted to examine records that contain personally identifiable
information about your account and no other account. If your review reveals an error in our records, we will correct it. We reserve the right to charge you
for the cost of retrieving and photocopying any documents that you request. You may also be able to access certain information about you or your account
by contacting one of our customer service representatives at 855-75-SPECTRUM (855-757-7328), or by logging in to your online account.

If you make a written request for a copy of your CPNI, we will disclose the relevant information we have to you at the address we have for your account, or
to any person authorized by you, if we reasonably believe the request is valid. For telephone and online access to your CPNI such as outbound call detail
records, we require that you first authenticate your identity using a password established using our online system. We generally do not provide our
customers with records of calls received, records that are only in our archives, other records that we do not furnish as part of a telephone bill, web-
browsing history, IP address logs or any other information that we do not create or maintain in the ordinary course of business unless there is a court order
or similar legal process. If there are errors in names, addresses, or telephone numbers in our vendors' directory lists, or if you have been omitted from the
directory, the correction cannot be made until the next available publication. Please understand that we may have no control over information appearing in
directory lists or provided by directory assistance services which we do not own.

 
WHAT HAPPENS IF WE CHANGE THIS PRIVACY POLICY (back to top)

The most current version of our Privacy Policy is published and maintained at www.spectrum.com. The needs of our customers and the business may change
from time to time and, when that happens, we may need to modify this Privacy Policy. Any changes will be posted at this website. If we make any changes
that materially affect your rights or the ways in which we use or disclose information, we will notify you in advance through written, electronic or other
means, as permitted by law, so that you can make any necessary decisions about your ongoing use of the Spectrum Platform.

 
WHAT YOUR PRIVACY RIGHTS ARE IF YOU LIVE IN CALIFORNIA (back to top)

If you are a California resident, please visit our California Consumer Privacy Rights page, where you can view our new California Consumer Privacy Policy and
access information about your rights under the California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) and other California privacy laws.

 
WHAT YOUR PRIVACY RIGHTS ARE IF YOU LIVE IN MAINE (back to top)

Maine law regulates how broadband internet access service providers, like Spectrum, can use certain customer information collected based on our provision
of broadband internet access service.  If you are physically located in and billed by Spectrum for broadband internet access service received in the State of
Maine, as a prospective, current, or former subscriber of our broadband internet access service, you have certain rights with respect to the information we
collect about you based on our provision of broadband internet access service.

Maine law generally restricts us from using, disclosing, selling, or permitting access to broadband customer personal information without your express,
affirmative consent, commonly known as opt-in consent, subject to certain exceptions. Under Maine law, Spectrum does not need your opt-in consent to
use, disclose, sell, or permit access to your customer personal information when it is necessary for us to:

provide the service from which such information is derived or for the services necessary to the provision of such service;
advertise or market Spectrum’s communications-related services to you;
comply with a lawful court order;
initiate, render, bill for and collect payment for broadband internet access service;
protect users of Spectrum’s or other internet service providers’ services from fraudulent, abusive, or unlawful use of or subscription to such services; and/or
provide geolocation information concerning the customer:
for the purpose of responding to a customer’s call for emergency services, to a public safety answering point, a provider of emergency medical or emergency
dispatch services, a public safety, fire service or law enforcement official, or a hospital emergency or trauma care facility; or
to a provider of information or database management services solely for the purpose of assisting in the delivery of emergency services in response to an
emergency.

At this time, Spectrum does not use, disclose, or permit access to your broadband customer personal information, except for purposes permitted by the
Maine law, and under no circumstances do we sell your broadband customer personal information, as described in more detail throughout the Spectrum
Privacy Policy. If we change any of these practices, we will provide you with advance notice and obtain your express, affirmative consent prior to engaging in
any practices that are not subject to an applicable exception under the Maine Privacy Law.  

Maine law also provides you with a right to opt-out of our use, disclosure, sale, or access to broadband customer information that is not considered to be
customer personal information under the law. At this time, Spectrum does not collect non-personal customer information about you based on our provision
of broadband internet access service. If we change this practice, we will provide you with advanced notice and offer you the choice to opt-out of our
practices via our  Privacy Preferences page.

We are also prohibited under Maine law from discriminating against our Maine broadband customers for exercising any of their rights under the law. This
means that if you exercise any of your rights as described in this policy, Spectrum commits not to: 

deny you broadband internet access service;
charge you a penalty; or
offer you a discount based on your consent that we can use or share your broadband customer personal information.

In addition, we take our responsibility to secure the information we collect and maintain seriously. We use reasonable security, including technical, physical,
and administrative controls, to secure the information we collect and maintain based on our provision of broadband internet access service.

 
WHAT YOUR PRIVACY RIGHTS ARE IF YOU LIVE IN NEVADA (back to top)

Nevada law entitles Nevada consumers who interact with Spectrum's Web sites or online services with the right to direct Spectrum not to sell certain types
of personal information to third parties whom license or sell the covered information to others. Spectrum does not sell your personal information to third
parties and has no plans to do so in the future. The types of information covered by this opt-out include the following:

your first and last name;
your home address or other physical address;
your email address(es);
your telephone number(s);
your social security number;
an identifier, such as an Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, MAC address, or other online or device identifiers, that allows you to be contacted either physically or
online; or
any other information concerning you that Spectrum has collected from you through your interaction with our websites or online services and that could
reasonably identify you.

Although Spectrum does not sell your personal information under the Nevada law, you may opt-out of the sale of your personal information to third parties
by visiting our Privacy Preference Page.

 
USERS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES (back to top)

If you use our Websites outside of the United States, you understand and consent to the transfer of your personal information to, and the collection,
processing, and storage of your personal information in, the United States. The laws in the U.S. regarding personal information may be different than the
laws of your country.

Questions about Spectrum's privacy protections and
practices should be sent to:

Charter Communications, Inc.
Attn: Privacy and Cybersecurity Counsel
400 Washington Boulevard
Stamford, CT 06902

You may also contact your local customer service office. You can find the phone number for your local customer service office on your monthly bill
statement or by visiting our website at www.spectrum.com.

 

https://www.spectrum.com/
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/california
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/california/privacy-policy
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/your-privacy-rights
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/your-privacy-rights-opt-out.html
https://www.spectrum.com/


Call 1-866-932-4353Questions?

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT AND SERVICE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION YOU NEED TO KNOW (back to top)
Click on the product or service below for additional privacy practices specific to that product or service.

Spectrum Mobile Applications

When you use Spectrum mobile applications, we may also automatically collect information about the devices you use to access the application or our
services and the content you view. The information we may automatically collect depends on how you access the services and content and includes:

information related to the use and operation of the App;
device information (e.g., device identifier, mobile device number, advertising identifier, MAC address, carrier, operating system, ISP, IP address);
usage data associated with how you interact with the App;
configuration data for any Wi-Fi-enabled device you may use to access the App;
information related to your Wi-Fi and cellular connections (e.g., data usage, network performance, signal strength, throughput, latency); and
location information, including precise geolocation information, such as your service address and the location of a device in which you have installed the App.

Our location-based features are based on the location of your Spectrum service account and the location, including the precise geolocation, of a device in
which you have both installed a mobile application (e.g., the Spectrum TV Application, My Spectrum Mobile App, Connection Manager) (each individually an
"App") and have enabled location services. If you do not want the App to collect your device's precise geolocation, you can disable location services on your
device using the device settings. When you use some apps, such as the Wi-Fi Finder application, Location information will allow us to identify for you the
closest Wi-Fi hot spots to your location. We may also use location information for other service-related purposes such as deciding where to install new Wi-Fi
hotspots in order to serve you better. Please note that location data, including precise geolocation, will be collected when your location service is enabled
for this App when the App is running in the foreground, background, or even if you are not directly using the application depending on your device.

Some of the App's features are only available while you are on the Spectrum network or when connecting from your home Wi-Fi account. The App will use
your IP address and other information to determine whether you are on or off the Spectrum network or connecting via your service account.

Spectrum Mobile Service

When you subscribe to the Spectrum Mobile service, we will also collect information about your use of the Spectrum Mobile network, the use of your device,
and diagnostic data such as device performance, signal strength, dropped calls, data failures, battery strength, and network performance issues. This may
also include information about what apps are on your device, the fact that an app has been used, and the length of time that an app has been running. We
also collect information about your use of other providers' networks when roaming domestically or internationally as well as network data related to Wi-Fi
usage.

Location information is available when your device communicates with cell towers, Wi-Fi routers, access points, and/or with technologies used by the Global
Positioning System ("GPS").

We use the information collected in accordance with the terms of this privacy policy.

Note: Other companies, like the manufacturer of your mobile device, the provider of your cellular connection, the provider of the operating system on your
device, and providers of mobile applications installed on your device, may also be able to access and collect this information. This Privacy Policy does not
apply to the location and other information collected by those manufacturers and providers.

Spectrum Email and Data Storage Services

If you use Spectrum-provided email accounts or data storage services, we transmit, and may collect and store for a period of time, information generated by
the service when you send and receive e-mail, video mail, and instant messages; transfer and share files; or make files accessible. We do not store emails
sent and received unless left in a Spectrum account file. We may associate personal account information with data from third parties about you or similar
persons to better predict your product and service preferences for use in programming, advertising transactions and to market our services to you. Unless
addressed to us, we do not read email messages, instant messages, online chats, or the content of other online communications that reside on or pass
through our networks; provided, however, we may retain, review, and provide such communications if we are legally required to do so or as part of the legal
process described in the "Governmental Entities or Pursuant to Valid Legal Process" subsection of "When We Share Information with Others." Incoming and
outgoing email messages are generally scanned electronically to identify and filter out likely spam and for viruses and related problems that could harm your
equipment, the network or other users.

I have read and accept the Spectrum Privacy Policy
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